It's a haunted house.
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Five Points.
WHAT'S THIS?

It’s a pumpkin.
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WHAT'S THIS?

It's a witch.
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TRICK OR TREAT?

TRICK

TREAT
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TRICK

R, S, P. Winner = 10 points.
TREAT

ONE point.
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It’s a monster.
Four Points.
What's this?

It's a ghost.
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Two Points.
WHAT'S THIS?

It's a bat.
TRICK OR TREAT?

TRICK

TREAT
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Change Points?
Yes / No?
TREAT

NINE points.
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It's a **witches hat**.
Five Points.
It’s a **cauldron**.
Four Points.
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WHAT'S THIS?

It's a pumpkin.
TRICK OR TREAT?

TRICK

TREAT
TRICK

TEN points!
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TREAT

FIVE points.
It's a **witches hat**.
Two Points.
It’s a bat.
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Three Points.
What's this?

It's a ghost.
TRICK OR TREAT?

TRICK

TREAT
TRICK

NINE points.
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WHAT'S THIS?

It’s a monster.
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Four Points.
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It’s a haunted house.
WHAT'S THIS?

It’s a monster.
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TRICK OR TREAT?

TRICK

TREAT
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TRICK

ONE point.
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TREAT

R, S, P. Winner = 10 points.